Resources

Ancestral Illinois Native Nation Resources

Peoria  https://peoriatribe.com/
Potawatomi  https://www.potawatomi.org/
Miami  https://miamination.com/
Ho-chunk  https://ho-chunknation.com/
Kickapoo  https://www.kickapootribeofoklahoma.com/
Kickapoo  https://www.ktik-nsn.gov/
Kickapoo  https://kickapootexas.org/

Land Back Movement

Land Back  https://landback.org/
Land Back University  https://landback.org/u/

Field Museum

Native Truths Exhibit  https://www.fieldmuseum.org/exhibitions/native-truths-our-voices-our-stories

Ozy Aloziem

Twitter  @OzyAloziem

Project Ready

Website  https://ready.web.unc.edu/

Elmhurst Backyard Caucus

Website  http://www.backyardcaucus.org/
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